
Intermediate Waltzing for Country Dancers 
With Tim and Paula, CCDS 2018 
Class 4 – Canter Steps & Pivots 
 
Canter Rhythm 
For a canter step, instead of three changes of weight in a bar, there are only two.  For example, step LF 
on 1, hold on 2, step RF on 3. 
 
Uses of canter steps include relief from too much rotation, changing the lead foot in relation to the 
phrase of music, and dealing with very fast music. 
 
Side-Close Variations 
Let’s call a canter step of the form side-close a “glide”. Note there is no rotation.  The side step is in LOD. 
 
GAVOTTE GLIDE 
Glide 2 bars (side-close, side-close).  Waltz 2 bars (full turn). In short:  glide, glide, waltz, waltz. 
 
LE METROPOLE 
Glide 1 bar.  Waltz 1 bar (half turn).  Repeat on the other foot.  (Glide, waltz, glide, waltz) 
 
BOWDOIN 
Waltz 1 bar (half turn). Glide 1 bar. Repeat on the other foot. (Waltz, glide, waltz, glide) 
 
Other rhythms are possible, e.g. waltz, waltz, glide, waltz; repeat on the other foot.  Feel free to make 
up your own.  Since the glide steps change the lead foot relative to the phrase, they are normally done 
in pairs. 
 
“Crooked” Waltzes 
Most waltzes have phrases consisting of an even number of bars, e.g. 8. For these, you consistently start 
a phrase on the same foot, e.g. Lead’s LF.  A “crooked” waltz is one with some phrases of odd length, 
e.g. 7 or 9 bars.  If you start such a phrase with the LF and do normal waltzing, then at the beginning of 
the next phrase you’ll be on the RH.  This may feel wrong to you or your partner. To get back on the 
proper foot, just do a single canter step (or an odd number of canter steps).  Better yet, if you know or 
sense that the phrase will have an odd number of measures, do the canter step before the end of the 
phrase so you start the next phrase on the proper foot.  Your partner will be impressed! 
 
Waltzing to Very Fast Music 
Stepping on every count of a fast waltz can be tiring to you and/or your partner.  The secret to more 
relaxed waltzing is to leave out steps on some of the beats.  Le Metropole is a good way to do this.  Note 
that it takes 5 steps in 2 measures, and a full turn takes 4 bars instead of the normal 2 bars. You can 
easily dance at 200+ bpm this way. 
 
For even faster waltzes, replace the 4-5-6 half-waltz with a single pivot step (or step-hop): side-close, 
turn.  The Lead backs in front of the Follow on count 4 and the Follow in front of the Lead on the next 
count 4.  Now you can waltz at 260 to 300 bpm effortlessly!  With the hop-step, this feels like a polka. 
 
 



Pivot Variations 
For all pivots, take small steps.  Keep your feet close to your partner’s feet. Speed up your rotation by 
bringing your bodies closer together.  But do not lift up on your partner. 
 
A canter pivot is a full turn in 2 steps (counts 1, 3).  For example, starting with the Lead’s back to the 
center of the room, he rotates CW and steps LF back on count 1. The Follow rotates with him and steps 
RF forward on count 1 between his feet, just as for a waltz. They both rotate a half-turn on that first 
foot.  Then the Follow steps LF back and the Lead RF forward on count 3 between her feet.  They 
continue to rotate another ¼-turn on count 3 on the second foot, ending with the Lead’s back to the 
center again.  This may be followed by another canter pivot or by waltz turns. 
 
Canter pivots can also be done starting with 2nd feet.  Just reverse Lead and Follow in the above 
description. 
 
Common patterns for canter pivots are the same as for glide steps.  For example, 

1) Waltz, waltz, canter, waltz; repeat on the other side. 
2) Canter, waltz, canter, waltz 
3) Waltz, canter, waltz, canter 
4) Canter, canter, waltz, waltz. 

 
Like other canter steps, canter pivots change the lead foot and are usually done in pairs (unless you are 
adapting to a crooked waltz.) 
 
A fast pivot is a half-turn on each count. For example, you could pivot a half-turn on each step 4-5-6, 
making 1 ½ revolutions, instead of doing a normal waltz step.  You can use this in place of a Follow’s 
twirl or free spin. 
 
Try these combinations: 

1) Waltz, pivot-pivot-pivot, waltz, waltz 
2) Waltz, waltz, pivot-pivot-pivot, waltz 
3) Waltz, waltz, canter, waltz; waltz, waltz, canter, pivot-pivot-pivot 

 


